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“Wherefore it shall come to pass, that the Lord God will deliver again the
book and the words thereof to him that is not learned; and the man that is
not learned shall say: I am not learned.” 2 Nephi 27:19

The Know

In 2 Nephi 27:19, Nephi prophesied, “Wherefore it shall
come to pass, that the Lord God will deliver again the
book and the words thereof to him that is not learned;
and the man that is not learned shall say: I am not
learned.”1 This prophecy clearly refers to the prophet Joseph Smith, who was a poor 21-year-old farmer when
he received the golden plates from the angel Moroni.

Sunday school, participated in a debate club, and was
instructed to some extent by parents and siblings who
had decent educational backgrounds.5

Yet no matter how many years (or seasons) Joseph attended school, or how helpful his supplemental educational opportunities may have been, or how quick he
was as a learner, or how sharp his memory, or how creIn 1832 Joseph wrote in his own hand that he was “de- ative his imagination—it doesn’t change the fact that he
prived of the bennifit [sic] of an education suffice it to and those around him, both friend and foe, described
6
say I was mearly [sic] instructtid [sic] in reading writing him as relatively unlearned.
and the ground rules of Arithmatic [sic] which constituted my whole literary acquirements.”2 Although this Joseph’s mother remembered that he was “less instatement, along with its misspelled words, emphasizes clined to the perusal of books than any of the rest of
Joseph’s limited education, it shouldn’t be seen as a dec- our children” and said that at “eighteen years of age”
he had “never read the Bible through in his life.”7 His
laration that he was completely illiterate.
wife, Emma, explained that at the time of the translaWhile the patchy historical record of Joseph’s school at- tion, he “could neither write nor dictate a coherent and
tendance is difficult to calculate, one scholar has recent- well-worded letter; let alone dictating a book like the
8
ly estimated that Joseph may have attended nearly seven Book of Mormon.” Martin Harris similarly declared
years of schooling.3 Joseph’s extracurricular education that Joseph was “a poor writer, and could not even draw
9
should also be taken into account. He apparently read up a note of hand as his education was so limited.” And
10
the family Bible with at least some diligence,4 attended David Whitmer described him as “illiterate,” a “man of
limited education,” and “ignorant of the Bible.”11
1

Joseph could read and write at a basic level of competence, to be sure, but his spelling and style indicate that
he was not an accomplished 19th century writer. As assessed by literary scholar Robert Rees:

secretly developing the Book of Mormon. Someone at
some point would surely have noticed if he was spending any significant amount of time reading or writing
in preparation for his translation.16 Yet there is no such
reliable report from anyone inside or outside of Joseph’s
[Joseph’s] handwritten account of the First Vi- family.
sion written in 1832 is ungrammatical, is written
with little sense of punctuation or composition- Moreover, the destitute circumstances of the Smith
al structure, and, though sincere and authentic, family required long hours of “continuous labor” from
shows little evidence of stylistic or compositional all who were capable of work (Joseph Smith—History
competence or confidence. Certainly there is evi- 1:55). As Rees has argued, the notion that “Joseph had
dence of the beginnings of an eloquent voice, but time to read broadly, undertake research, construct varthat voice is tentative and immature.12
ious drafts, and work out the plot, characters, settings,
various points of view, and multiple rhetorical styles
Thus, in light of Joseph Smith’s own statements, of de- that constitute the five-hundred-plus page narrative of
scriptions from those who knew him best, and of sam- the Book of Mormon is simply incredible (in its original
ples of his early writings, it is clear that he truly did lack Latin sense of ‘not worthy of belief ’).”17
formal learning, just as Nephi prophesied. Whatever
natural talents Joseph may have developed, they weren’t With these circumstances in mind, we can more clearly
enough to overshadow his inexperience and his basic understand why the Lord himself, through the voice of
level of education at the time of the Book of Mormon’s the prophet Isaiah, referred to the coming forth of the
translation.
Book of Mormon as a “marvelous work and a wonder”
(2 Nephi 27:26), and then set about to see that this prophetic description was fulfilled.

The Why

Although many notable Americans have risen from
poverty and ignorance to accomplish great things, Joseph Smith’s accomplishment is uniquely extraordinary. Why is this so? In part, it is because his literary
and scriptural masterpiece was produced at the beginning, rather than the conclusion, of his development as
a writer.13

Much of the Book of Mormon’s authentic historical
content would have been beyond the ability of even an
experienced and well-educated scholar in 1830.18 And
the text as a whole is far more complex and sophisticated than Joseph Smith’s contemporaries—and likely
Joseph Smith himself—ever realized.19 This being the
case, it is highly improbable that anyone in the 1820s
could have created such a book, much less an individual
According to Rees, Joseph Smith’s development of liter- as ill-prepared as Joseph Smith.
ary skills was nothing like the prominent 19th century
authors of his time. In the cases of Emerson, Thoreau, Unless brought forth by divine means, the Book of
Hawthorne, Melville, and Whitman, there is evidence Mormon’s sophistication, complexity, authentic historiof exceptional educational opportunities or an exten- cal content, and spiritual power present the world with
sive period of development as a writer, and in most cir- nothing short of an anomaly. How did one so young,
cumstances both.14 In contrast, Rees noted that prior inexperienced, and uneducated dictate such a text in no
to 1830, “we have practically nothing of Joseph Smith’s more than about 60 actual working days during a timemind or writing to suggest that he was capable of au- span from April 7 to June 28, 1829, without the aid of
thoring a book like the Book of Mormon, a book that any notes or reference materials, and without any reviis much more substantial, complex, and varied than his sions worth mentioning?20
critics have been able to see or willing to admit.”15
Joseph Smith’s inexperience and weakness as a writer
Just because we don’t have evidence of something, it does nothing but intensely magnify the miraculous nadoesn’t mean it didn’t happen. But it more than strains ture of the book which he brought forth through divine
the historical record to assume that, during his teen- means. His noticeable lack of education also demonage and early adult years, Joseph Smith was somehow
2

strates how the Lord often uses the weak and simple 2. Letterbook 1, p. 1, accessed November 10, 2017, onthings of the earth to “confound the wise.”21
line at josephsmithpapers.org. Emphasis added on misspelled words.
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